Abstract-In this paper, we present a new analytical model on the blocking probability of the three-stage Clos network. Due to the effect of approximations, a common problem with previously proposed analytical models is that they may not be very accurate in some cases. In particular, the blocking probability in these models contradicts the well-known deterministic nonblocking condition for the Clos network. The most notable feature of the newly proposed model is that it can more accurately describe the blocking behavior of the network and is consistent with the deterministic nonblocking condition.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE well-known Clos networks [1] have been widely used for data communications and multiprocessor interconnections. In general, a three-stage Clos network has switch modules of size in the input stage, switch modules of size in the middle stage, and switch modules of size in the output stage. Fig. 1 illustrates a general schematic of the Clos network. Clos networks have been extensively studied in the literature. Previous work can be generally categorized into two classes: deterministic and probabilistic. In the deterministic study, the main focus has been on finding the minimum number of middle switches, , for a given and , such that the network is nonblocking for arbitrary connection requests. Clos showed [1] that the network is strictly nonblocking if the number of middle switches . In the probabilistic study, several analytical models have been proposed [3] -[6] on the blocking probability of the Clos network. However, as pointed out in [5] , due to the effect of approximations, a common problem with these models is that in some cases they may not be very accurate. In particular, the blocking probability does not equal zero when , which contradicts the deterministic result that when the network is nonblocking [1] . In this paper, we present a new analytical model on the blocking probability of the Clos network that can more accurately describe the The author is with the Department of Computer Science, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405 USA (e-mail: yang@cs.uvm.edu).
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II. THE ANALYTICAL MODEL
Consider a connection request from an input link of input switch to an output link of output switch in the Clos network in Fig. 1 . Clearly, at most input-middle interstage links from input switch can be already busy. Similarly, at most middle-output interstage links to output switch can be already busy. A path from input switch to output switch is concatenated by an input-middle interstage link and a middle-output interstage link. There are a total of disjoint paths between input switch and output switch . A path is said to be busy if one of links in the path is busy. It is clear that if all the paths are busy, the connection request will be blocked. Now consider the general network state shown in Fig. 1 , in which input-middle interstage links from input switch are busy and middle-output interstage links to output switch are busy, where . Let denote an event that there are busy input-middle interstage links from input switch , and denote an event that there are busy middle-output interstage links to output switch . If a busy input-middle interstage link and a busy middleoutput interstage link are in the same path (i.e., share the same middle switch), this pair of links is said to be overlapped. We have the following lemma concerning the overlapped links.
Lemma 1: Given events and , the probability that pairs of links are overlapped is given by pairs of links overlapped (1) Proof: As shown in Fig. 1, there On the other hand, we apparently have Therefore, from (1) the probability that the connection request is not blocked, given events and , is given by connection not blocked (2) For simplicity, we assume the events that individual links in the network are busy are independent. Under this assumption, the events and are independent, which gives
Let the probability that a typical input link of the network is busy be , the probability that an interstage link is busy be , and the probability that an interstage link is not busy be . We further assume that the incoming traffic is distributed uniformly over the interstage links. Under this assumption, we have . To start with, we can simply assume that the number of busy input-middle interstage links (or middle-output interstage links) follows the binomial distribution, i.e. the probability that input-middle interstage links are busy is . However, given the fact that there are at most busy input-middle interstage links from input switch , we can obtain a more accurate probability distribution. Thus, the probability that inputmiddle interstage links are busy and the probability that middle-output interstage links are busy now become (4) From (2) to (4), the probability that a connection request is not blocked is given by (5) , shown at the bottom of the page, and the blocking probability is connection not blocked
The following theorem demonstrates that the blocking probability we have obtained matches the deterministic nonblocking condition for strictly nonblocking Clos network.
Theorem 1: The blocking probability of the Clos network, in (6), becomes zero when . Proof: First, it is easy to verify the following combinatorial equality by using the equality (7), the right-hand side of (2) becomes Therefore, from (5) connection not blocked and from (6) we obtain Finally, in Table I we give some numerical comparisons of the newly proposed model and two existing models (Lee and Jacobaeus models [4] ) for some typical network sizes, where is the input utilization of the network, (Lee) with , and (Jacobaeus)
We can see that the newly proposed model matches well with previous models with the added benefit that it can accurately reflect the deterministic nonblocking condition.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new analytical model to estimate the blocking probability of the three-stage Clos network using a random routing strategy. Contrast to the previous models, the newly proposed model can more accurately describe the blocking behavior of the network and is consistent with the well-known deterministic nonblocking condition. In our future research, we would like to extend our model to other routing strategies, such as a packing strategy. We believe that based on the model presented in this paper, more accurate analytical models for other routing strategies can be obtained as well.
